
 

 

 

 “Guess Who” and “Be My Valentine” 

 

Watch the videos 

       - Hear Donna sing the songs 

- Hear Donna’s explanation of the game or activity that  
 goes with the song 

       - Download the PDF document with the music and game/activity 
  instructions Donna uses in her music classroom 

PLUS  
Donna has created non-contact adaptations (until we can get back to the original versions of 

the games. 

Happy Valentine’s Day ! 

 

                 
     

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to writing her own songs and activities for her students, Donna has collected some 

favourite songs during 35+ years in her elementary music classroom. Selected songs must pass 

a rigorous set of standards to make their way into her permanent “binder of favourites” for use 

with her students. Songs are adapted to incorporate the best possible combination of lyrics, 

melodic lines and game instructions.  

See Donna’s Valentine song playlist in her Facebook page: Elementary Music with Donna 

 

View Donna’s Valentine song videos supporting the attached songs/activities: 

https://donnaandandy.com/elementary-music-with-donna-VALENTINE  
 

www.donnaandandy.com 

(Donna’s original songs and classroom activities) 

 

 

By Donna Rhodenizer 
SAMPLE

https://donnaandandy.com/elementary-music-with-donna-VALENTINE
http://www.donnaandandy.com/
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I re ceived‐ a val en‐ tine,‐ I found it on my desk. I

 

do not know who sent it, it's up to me to guess.

3

 

Was it you? Was it you? Guess who! Guess who!

5

 

I re ceived‐ a let ter,‐ I found it on my desk. I



Concepts: 
     s ‐ m
     individual singing

Words and Music by
Donna Rhodenizer

Guess Who



 Solo singer


 

 Alternate non‐seasonal lyrics ‐ opening phrase
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SAMPLE
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Guess Who  
(Grades 1-3) 

 

Instructions 

Pass a valentine (hot potato style) around the circle. 

One child is sitting in the centre, with eyes closed. 

When the class sings, “Was it you?” the valentine stops moving. 

The student holding the valentine sings, “Guess who” as a solo. 

After the mystery singer (solo singer) is finished, the person in the middle may 

 open their eyes to guess the name of the mystery singer. (Sometimes the 

 students love the challenge of guessing without looking.)  

I usually give the guesser two tries at guessing the mystery person. They may 
request that the mystery person sing again. The guesser must hide their eyes 
again while the mystery singer repeats their solo.  
  
 
 
 
 
 

Variant – If there is a restriction on sharing an object (passing it around) 

If students are allowed to sing but not pass around a physical object, the teacher 

 can point to a student to be the mystery singer and the game proceeds as 

 outlined above.  

 

Non-singing / non-passing variant 

Each student has a small percussion instrument.  

The song is chanted.  

A selected student plays the “guess who” response on their percussion instrument.  

The guesser will identify the player and the instrument. 

  

 

NOTE: I often use this game as an assessment tool, so if the 
guesser doesn’t guess correctly the first time, it is helpful for 
both the guesser and for me to hear the mystery singer 
repeat their response.  
 

SAMPLE
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(Don  -  na      Rho - den  -  i  -  zer) 

Non-singing/ non-passing variant 2 

Each student has a small percussion instrument.  

The song is chanted.  

Show a flashcard with a 4-beat rhythm pattern on it.  

The mystery person plays the flashcard rhythm, and the guesser must identify the 

 person AND say what the rhythm pattern was that was played.  

 

Name-Rhythm challenge (grade 3-6)   

Create a class set of flashcards with each child’s name (first and last name)  

 written as a rhythm pattern. 

Sing the song (or chant) together as a class. 

At the end of the song, hold up one of the flash-

cards and the whole class claps the rhythm. 

Two options:  

- the guesser must identify the name of the person by hearing the rhythm only.  
- the guesser may also see the flashcard.  
There may be more than one student represented by each rhythm pattern! 

 

BONUS: Can anyone in the class identify the person before the designated 

guesser figures it out? No blurting out – use HANDS UP to steal the guess from 

the guesser.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continue using this song after Valentine’s Day has passed by singing the non-

seasonal lyrics provided at the bottom of the music score.  

SAMPLE
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Will you be my V A‐ L‐ E‐ N‐ T‐ I‐ N‐ E?‐

 

Will you be my V A‐ L‐ E‐ N‐ T‐ I‐ N‐ E?‐

5

 

Please do, please do, I am ask ing‐ you.

9

 

Will you be my V A‐ L‐ E‐ N‐ T‐ I‐ N‐ E?‐

13



Concepts: 
     d ‐ r ‐ m / m ‐ r ‐ d 
     Seasonal
     Rhythmic challenge

Words and Music by
Donna Rhodenizer

Be My Valentine







Game instructions:
    Create cards with the letters to spell the word "Valentine." (Letter templates are provided)
    Each time you sing the song, turn one card around so the letter cannot be seen.
    Clap on the turned card instead of singing the letter.
    Create complex rhythm combinations to challenge yourselves.
    Leave your favourite rhythm combination for the next class to try. 
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V 
SAMPLE



A 
SAMPLE



L 
SAMPLE



E 
SAMPLE



N 
SAMPLE



T 
SAMPLE



I 
SAMPLE



N 
SAMPLE



E 
SAMPLE




